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Directing Crowd Simulations
Using Navigation Fields
Sachin Patil,Jur van den Berg,Sean Curtis,Ming Lin,Dinesh Manocha
Abstract—We present a novel approach to direct and control virtual crowds using navigation fields. Our method guides one or more
agents towards desired goals based on guidance fields. The system allows the user to specify these fields by either sketching paths
directly in the scene via an intuitive authoring interface or by importing motion flow fields extracted from crowd video footage. We
propose a novel formulation to blend input guidance fields to create singularity-free, goal-directed navigation fields. Our method can
be easily combined with most current local collision-avoidance methods and we use two such methods as examples to highlight the
potential of our approach. We illustrate its performance on several simulation scenarios.
Index Terms—Multiagent systems, Animation, Virtual Reality
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I NTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, advances in agent-based systems, cognitive modeling and AI have found widespread
use in simulating autonomous agents and virtual crowds
in computer games, training systems and animated feature films. In addition, multi-agent simulation systems
are also used for studying human and social behaviors
for architectural and urban design, training and emergency evacuation simulations.
Most existing agent-based systems assume that each
agent is an independent decision making entity. Some
of the methods also focus on group-level behaviors and
complex rules for decision making. The problem with
these approaches is that interactions of an agent with
other agents or with the environment are often performed at a local level and can sometimes result in undesirable macroscopic behaviors. Due to the complex interagent interactions and multi-agent collision avoidance, it
is often difficult to generate desired crowd movements
or motion patterns that follow the local rules.
In this work, we address the problem of directing the
flow of agents in a simulation and interactively controlling a simulation at runtime. Our approach is mainly
designed for goal-directed multi-agent systems, where
each agent has knowledge of the environment and a
desired goal position at each step of the simulation. The
goal position for each agent can be computed from a
higher-level objective and can also dynamically change
during the simulation.
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Main Results: We present an interactive algorithm to
direct and control crowd simulations. Our approach uses
user-specified guidance fields to direct the agents in a
simulation (Section 4). The user edits the simulation by
specifying guidance fields, that are either drawn by the
user or extracted from a video sequence. Based on these
inputs, we compute a unified, goal-directed, smooth
navigation field that avoids collisions with the obstacles
in the environment. The guidance fields can be edited
by a user to interactively control the trajectories of the
agents in an ongoing simulation, while guaranteeing that
their individual objectives are attained (Section 5). The
microscopic behaviors, such as local collision avoidance,
personal space and communication between individual
agents, are governed by the underlying agent-based
simulation algorithm (Section 6). Our approach is general and applicable to a variety of existing agent-based
methods. We illustrate the usefulness of our approach in
the context of several simulation scenarios (Section 7).
As compared to prior approaches, our algorithm offers
the following benefits:
•
•

•
•

Goal-directed navigation of multiple groups of heterogeneous agents using smooth navigation fields;
Novel formulation for blending arbitrary user and
procedural inputs to create singularity-free navigation fields for global planning;
Ease and simplicity to be combined with any existing local collision avoidance schemes;
Interactive editing scheme that provides real-time
feedback to the user to direct and control crowd
simulations.

The overall approach can be useful from both artistic
and data-driven perspectives, as it allows the user to
interactively model some macroscopic phenomena and
group dynamics based on artistic input or actual crowd
footage.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1: Subway simulations: (a) An agent-based system causes congestion at the turnstiles. (b) The user specifies guidance
fields (shown in red and blue) for different groups of agents. (c) Our algorithm computes goal-directed navigation fields to
guide the agents towards their original goals.

2

P REVIOUS W ORK

Simulating virtual crowds has been extensively studied
in several fields including computer graphics, robotics,
traffic engineering and social sciences. We refer the readers to excellent surveys [1], [2].
Many existing approaches employ agent models, in
which each autonomous agent perceives its own state
and reacts to dynamic entities in its neighborhood.
LaValle [3] provides an excellent overview of global navigation methods. Several methods have been proposed
for local collision avoidance, including the popular rulebased flocking model [4], [5], the social forces model introduced by Helbing et al. [6], cellular automata models [7]
or a velocity-obstacles based formulation [8], [9]. More
sophisticated variants account for motion dynamics [10],
sociological factors [11], psychological effects [12], [13],
situation-guided control [14] and cognitive and behavioral models [15], [16], [17].
Macroscopic approaches directly attempt to govern the
global behavior of crowds by computing velocity fields
based on the environment description [18], [19], designing velocity fields manually [20], [21], or by applying the
continuum theory for the flow of crowds to crowd simulation [22]. Recently, several researchers have presented
data-driven methods for constructing group behavior
models based on real crowd video footage [23], [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28]. Extracting coherent flow information
from video for dense crowds is considered a challenging
problem and few solutions have been proposed [29].
Ulciny et al. [30] and Sung et al. [14] provide a user
with the ability to author and control crowd simulations
at run-time. Reynolds [5] and Jin et al. [21] choose userspecified velocity fields to steer agents in a simulation.
Metoyer et al. [31] and Oshita et al. [32] suggest a
reactive path following scheme based on forces to direct
individual agent trajectories. Kwon et al. [33] and Takahashi et al. [34] propose an interactive editing scheme
that allows the user to edit group locomotion and formation patterns to generate high fidelity motions for
offline crowd simulations. Moreover, some commercial

animation systems [35], [36] allow the user to paint
simple, directional flow fields on the scene to direct the
flow of agents in a crowd. These prior approaches do
not provide rigorous guarantees (highlighted in Section
3.1) in terms of goal-directed navigation.
Prior work in the domain of computer graphics has
also focused on the use of user-specified vector fields
for directing texture synthesis [37], [38], [39] and fluid
simulations [40]. These methods allow the user to design
arbitrary vector fields over planar and polyhedral domains. Our problem of designing vector fields for agent
navigation is different since the navigation fields have
to be goal-directed, free from singularities such as local
minima (except at the goals) and encode agent paths of
least effort to the goals.

3

D EFINITIONS

AND

BACKGROUND

In this section, we give an overview of guidance and
navigation fields and describe our overall approach for
directing crowd simulations.
3.1 Guidance and Navigation Fields
Our method relies on computing an underlying navigation field over the free space in an environment,
which could be used for directing agents in a simulation.
LaValle [3] provides an excellent overview of methods
for computing navigation functions over discrete, as well
as continuous spaces. Since trajectories of the agents are
implicitly encoded in these fields, it is important that
they exhibit the following key characteristics:
•

•
•

In order to guarantee that the agents eventually
reach their goals, the navigation field must be free
from local minima, except for the presence of sinks
at the specified goals.
Agents should trace out paths of least effort (minimum cost) to their goals [41].
These fields should be almost smooth [42] and
should plan around static obstacles in the environment.
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case). This is followed by a local collision avoidance phase
which computes a collision-free velocity for each agent.

Fig. 2: A schematic overview of our method For every
distinct group of agents sharing a common objective, a goaldirected navigation field is interactively computed. This is
used to drive individual agents at every simulation time-step.
The agents run a continuous cycle of sensing and acting (as
depicted by the right-hand box).
We define a navigation field N : R2 → S1 , S1 = [0, 2π]/ ∼
(where ∼ is an equivalence relation with 0 ∼ 2π) as a
vector field that exhibits the above properties. Note that
the definition implies that the vectors of a navigation
field are unit vectors.
Our work differs from previous methods in that we
allow the user to arbitrarily create and edit such navigation fields, while still preserving these properties.
To this end, we define a second vector field, called a
guidance field G : R2 → R2 , in which the user inputs are
aggregated. We assume without loss of generality, that
the vectors of a guidance field have a magnitude less
than 1: kG(x)k < 1 for all x ∈ R2 . A guidance field
is in general not a goal-directed field and may contain
local minima. We present an algorithm in Section 5.2 to
transform a guidance field into a navigation field that is
guaranteed to be free of local minima. Each time the user
specifies additional input, it is blended with the existing
guidance field, and interactively transformed into a new
navigation field.
3.2 Overview
Our approach can be used with any underlying goaldirected agent-based simulation system. The goals may
be dynamically generated at each time step based on decomposing a high-level objective. Given an environment
description with static and dynamic obstacles and agents
with specified goal positions, the task is to navigate each
of these agents to its goal position without any collisions
with the obstacles or other agents in the environment.
Our formulation is based on the two-level planning
framework that is common to many agent-based systems [43], [2]. Figure 2 provides a schematic overview
of our approach. At each simulation time-step, the preferred velocity of each agent is provided by the global
navigation method (goal-directed navigation fields in our

Our method computes navigation fields for each distinct
group of agents based on the static description of the
environment, specified goal positions, and the guidance
field specified for that group of agents. These navigation
fields are goal-directed, almost smooth with no local
minima, and are used to guide the agents to their corresponding goals. The user can edit existing navigation
fields either globally or on an individual basis and these
edits are then composited with the existing guidance
fields to compute a new navigation field. We note that
the navigation fields are not recomputed in every time
step of the simulation, but only when the user specifies
additional input or when the goal position changes.

4

S PECIFICATION

OF

G UIDANCE F IELDS

This section outlines the various methods that can be
used to specify guidance fields using a sketch-based
interface by the user or indirectly through motion fields
extracted from an existing footage of real crowds. It
should be noted that there can be other modes of input
that might be used to specify guidance fields. The user
might also choose to specify the guidance field procedurally or use a vector field editing method (e.g. [38]
or [20]) to design them. It is also possible to specify
guidance fields from multiple input sources, which can
be blended together into one guidance field.

4.1 Sketch based Interface
We can use sketch based interface which allows the
user to edit the underlying guidance field by “painting”
vector fields onto the scene using freehand brush strokes
(similar to the method proposed in [44]). The skeleton
of the stroke is accepted as input using a mouse. We
compute a region of influence of a user-specified width
around the skeleton of the stroke. Depending on the
application, the user can either choose to draw constant
field strokes or the field could decay with the distance
to the curve (see Figure 3). Parameters such as the width
of the stroke and the rate of decay are specified by the
user and vary depending on the application.

4.2 Input from Video Footage
Data-driven crowd simulation has received considerable
attention in the recent years. Recently, [29] proposed a
method to robustly detect global motion patterns from
videos of crowded scenes (see Figure 5). Optical flow
methods are used to compute flow vectors in each
frame and then combined into a global motion field (see
Figure 5(d)). Given the motion flow field, typical motion
patterns are detected by clustering flow vectors using a
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(a)

Fig. 3: Sketching interface for specifying gradients A
user drawn stroke is rasterized onto the regular grid and
a region of influence of user-specified width is constructed
around the skeleton of the stroke. The gradients along the
sketched curve are propagated to grid cells within this region.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 5: Motion patterns detected in a video of a crosswalk in
Hong Kong. (a,b,c) Frames from the original video; (d) Global
motion flow field; (e) Two distinct motion patterns detected by
clustering (shown in blue and red).

(b)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Crosswalk Simulation: (a) Sketch-based guidance
fields to specify lane formation in the simulation; (b) Lane
formation generated by goal-directed navigation fields.

Fig. 6: Crosswalk Simulation: (a) Video-based motion
patterns from Figure 5(e) used as guidance fields; (b) Agent
motion generated by the navigation fields.

hierarchical clustering algorithm (see Figure 5(e)). These
motion patterns are specified as flow fields on a discretized grid. We use the same grid used for defining
the motion patterns as our simulation grid. These motion
patterns can then be transformed (translated, rotated and
scaled according to the simulated scene) and directly
imported into our system as a guidance field, or blended
with the existing guidance fields, to simulate the behavior observed in real-life crowds. The effectiveness of this
approach is demonstrated in the results section.

apply to the guidance fields of all groups of agents in
the simulation simultaneously. Edits at the individual
level are limited to editing the individual guidance fields
corresponding to each group of agents and they are used
for higher level specification of agent trajectories (see
Figure 9).

4.3 Blending Multiple Inputs
Each source of input i gives a separate guidance field Gi .
In case there are multiple inputs, these guidance fields
are blended together to form one composite guidance field
G based on which a navigation field N is computed.
Guidance fields are blended by weighted
average
P
P of
the vectors in the grid: G(X) =
i wi Gi (X) /
i wi ,
where wi is the weight of input i. The blend weights are
specified by the user during the editing process.
The user can edit the navigation fields at two levels.
Global edits correspond to the specification of macroscopic phenomena and group behaviors such as formation of lanes and vortices (see Figure 10). Global edits

5

N AVIGATION F IELDS

In this section, we describe our approach to blend different inputs and compute the navigation field from
multiple guidance fields.
5.1 Discretization
Our choice of vector fields for global navigation is motivated by the fact that they span the entire free space
available and can be edited to suit user specification.
The processing and computation of guidance fields and
navigation fields requires a discretization of free space
in the environment. For simplicity, we use regular grids
with a vector stored in each cell X of the grid. A
regular grid also allows us to store information about the
environment as a discrete cost function, where the cost of
traversing each region depends on several factors such
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uses an approximation to overcome this limitation and
computes smooth paths. We extend this method to allow
anisotropic cost functions.
The basic premise is that instead of choosing only from
the set of neighbors at every grid cell, one can transition
to any point in between the neighboring grid cells as
well. To simplify the computation, we assume that the
cost of any point between two neighboring cells is
assumed to be a linear combination of the computed
costs at the two cells.

Fig. 7: Computing navigation fields (a) Computing the
path cost of cell X given the path costs at its two neighboring
cells A and B and a guidance field vector G(X).
as traversal time, safety risk or nature of the terrain. In
our case, we label each cell as either ‘free’ or ‘obstacle’
and we assume that the free cells form a 4-connected
component.

5.2 Computing Navigation Fields
A naı̈ve combination of blended guidance fields with
a goal-directed plan (generated by a global navigation
method such as roadmaps, visibility graphs or potential
fields) can result in ambiguities and cannot guarantee
that agents would reach their respective goals. This is
especially true when the guidance field specifies a flow
that opposes the preferred direction of an agent’s motion.
Computing a goal-directed navigation field N means
that there should be a path from each free (non-obstacle)
cell in the grid to (one of) the goal position(s). For this,
we use a variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm to propagate
costs across the grid, starting with zero costs associated
with the goal position(s). Storing the predecessor (i.e.
back-pointer) for each grid cell during the propagation
process yields a navigation field over the entire environment.
For the paths in the navigation field N, we consider
the guidance field G to be an extraneous factor that
assists or hinders the intended progress towards the
goal position(s). This means that the cost of traversing
through a cell in the grid is anisotropic; it depends on the
direction with which this cell is traversed with respect
to the vector stored in G.
The regular 4-connected grid can be considered as a
graph, where each grid cell constitutes a node in the
graph. Applying the traditional Dijkstra’s algorithm to
this grid results in “blocky” paths due to the limited
set of permitted transitions (only axis-aligned transitions to neighboring grid cells), which gives undesirable behaviors. Therefore, our method is based on an
approach suggested in the robotics literature [45] that

For the sake of discussion, let us assume that X is the cell
at which the path cost T (X) needs to be evaluated and A
and B are its north and east neighbors, respectively, that
have already been marked (see Figure 7). Without loss
of generality, we associate unit costs of traversal to the
neighboring nodes A and B (in general, varying spatial
costs of traversal can be associated with the neighboring
nodes and this is specific to the simulation scenario).
Instead of limiting possible transitions to only one of
the neighboring cells, we assume that the optimal path
taken from X meets the line segment AB at a point C
lying between A and B (both inclusive). If the position
(α, 1 − α) of C on AB is parameterized by α, where
α ∈ [0, 1], then the path cost associated with point C
is assumed to be αT (A) + (1 − α)T (B). The length of
the transition from X to C is given by k(α, 1 − α)k. The
speed s with which we can traverse XC depends on the
guidance field vector G(X) at X. This scenario is similar
to an airplane trying to move with unit speed in the
presence of the wind blowing with velocity G(X). The
speed s is given by the intersection of the line through
XC and a unit circle centered at the point G(X) (see
Figure 7):
ksa − G(X)k = 1,
(1)
(α,1−α)
where a = k(α,1−α)k
is the direction of motion. As
kG(X)k < 1, this equation always has a positive solution, which is given by:
p
s(X, a) = a·G(X)+ (a·G(X))2 − G(X)·G(X) + 1. (2)

Hence, the path cost T (X) at cell X is given as:
T (X) = αT (A) + (1 − α)T (B) + k(α, 1 − α)k / s(X, a), (3)
and the navigation field vector N(X) at cell X is:
N(X) = a = (α, 1 − α) / k(α, 1 − α)k.

(4)

We seek to compute the value for the parameter α that
minimizes the path cost T (X) at cell X. This is given
(X)
= 0. The path cost
by the solution to the equation dTdα
T (X) is then computed by plugging in the value of α in
Equation 3.
The path costs are propagated throughout the grid,
starting at the goal locations, in a Dijkstra-like manner.
At each instance of the computation, only two neighboring cells, for which the path costs have already been
computed, are considered at a time for evaluating the
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path cost at a given cell. Keeping track of the direction
of the optimal path taken at each grid cell X yields a
smooth navigation vector field over the entire free space
in the environment.
We note that the anisotropic cost function as defined
above is non-monotonic, i.e. it is possible that the new
computed cost at the current cell is less than the cost of
(at most) one of its neighboring cells. This may result in
the cost at a cell being revised several times as the cell
cost tries to converge to its true value. In our system,
we allow the cost associated with a cell to be updated
only up to a certain limit, after which we no longer
process the cell. We observe that the convergence is fast
and an upper limit of 5 produces a reasonably smooth
navigation field in our benchmarks (see Figure 8(a)). In
case G(X) = 0 for all X, the navigation field gives the
shortest paths to the goal (see Figure 8(b)).
5.3 Analysis
We highlight certain properties of the navigation field
computed by our algorithm. Every grid cell whose cost
T has been computed, has at least one neighbor with
a lesser cost, except for the goal cells, from which the
propagation is initialized with cost 0. So, there are no
local minima in the navigation field, except for sinks at
the goals. A direct consequence is that the navigation
field always compute goal-directed paths. Given the fact
that the free space is one connected component in the
grid, the Dijkstra-algorithm will visit all the free cells
and computes their navigation field vectors. Because we
use an interpolation scheme to compute the path costs,
the algorithm gives almost smooth paths. We note that
grid cells next to sharp corners in obstacles may rely
on only one neighboring cell to compute its cost, which
can result in non-smoothness at these isolated points
(see Figure 8(b)). Overall the navigation field computed
by our algorithm has all the properties highlighted in
Section 3.1.
The problem of navigation in the presence of an
anisotropic guidance field belongs to a general class of
anisotropic cost-optimal trajectory problems [46], characterized by the static Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation:
max1 {(−∇T (x) · a)s(x, a)} = 1,
a∈S

(5)

with s(x, a) as defined in Equation 2, and boundary conditions T (x) = 0 for all goal locations x. This equation
is a necessary and sufficient condition for cost-optimal
paths under an anisotropic speed function s(x, a) that
depends on position x as well as direction a. In fact,
our algorithm for computing navigation fields computes
a discrete approximation of the solution of the given
equation. It should also be noted that if the speed
function s does not depend on the direction a, then
equation 5 reduces to the standard Eikonal equation [22].
We refer the reader to [46] for an elaborate analysis.

6

L OCAL C OLLISION AVOIDANCE

Our method can be easily integrated into any multiagent simulation system by replacing the global navigation framework with navigation field based path planning. At each simulation time-step, the cell containing
the agent is determined. If N(X) be the navigation
field at cell X and spref
be the preferred speed of
i
the agent ai , then the preferred velocity is given by:
vipref = spref
N(X). In our implementation, we use
i
a bilinear interpolation scheme to interpolate between
the preferred direction vectors stored at the four closed
neighboring cells instead of just a single cell, resulting
in smoother paths to the goal for each agent.
This preferred velocity serves as an input to the local
collision avoidance mechanism to compute a collisionfree velocity for the agent. Our method can be easily
combined with existing local collision avoidance methods. We outline two popular methods commonly used
in multi-agent systems.
Social Force Model: The social forces model for pedestrian dynamics [6] is commonly used for collision avoidance in multi-agent systems. In this scheme, collision
avoidance is achieved by means of forces acting on each
agent. There is a repulsive social force component Fsoc
that prevents the agent from colliding with other agents
and obstacles in the environment. In addition, there is
also an attractive force Fatt that guides the agent to
the goal. This attractive force depends on the preferred
velocity of the agent (given by the navigation field).
Let A denote the set of agents and O denote the set of
obstacles in the simulation. The net force F(ai ) acting on
an agent ai at a given time-step is given by:
X
X
F(ai ) = Fatt (ai ) +
Fsoc
Fsoc
j (ai ) +
o (ai ) (6)
aj ∈A,j6=i

o∈O

where,

(spref
N(X) − vi )
i
(7)
τ
Here, mi denotes the mass of the agent ai , vi is the
current velocity, vipref = spref
N(X) is the preferred
i
velocity and τ is the reaction time. The social forces
acting on the agent Fsoc (ai ) are computed as given in [6].
We refer the reader to the appendix and [6] for additional
details.
Fatt (ai ) = mi

Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles: Berg et al. [8], [9] propose
a geometric framework for local collision avoidance.
It takes as input the preferred velocity of the agent
vipref and returns an optimal collision-free velocity that
minimizes the chosen penalty metric. The penalty of
a candidate velocity vicand depends on its deviation
from the preferred velocity vipref = spref
N(X) and the
i
expected time to collision tc(vicand ):
penalty(vicand ) = wi

1
+ ||vipref − vicand ||
tc(vicand )

(8)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: Navigation fields (a) A navigation field computed for the guidance field shown in Figure 3 (and indicated by the
arrow here) with the goal (black dot) placed such that the guidance field points away from it. (b) If there is no guidance field,
the navigation field gives the shortest paths to the goal (black dot). A shortest path is shown with a sharp turn at the obstacle
(light gray) corner.
for some user-defined weighting factor wi . The expected
time to collision tc(vicand ) can easily be computed, given
the definition of the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles. A
Monte-Carlo sampling over the set of admissible velocities is used to compute this velocity. We refer the reader
to the appendix and [8], [9] for details. We used the publicly available RVO library [47] for all our experiments.
It is important to note that none of the collision avoidance
methods suggested in literature can absolutely guarantee
collision-free paths for all the agents in the simulation,
but we found that the two methods outlined above
perform well in practice, even in crowded scenarios and
complex environments.

7

R ESULTS

In this section, we highlight the performance of our algorithm on different scenarios. In our current implementation, we use a simple 2D user interface for interactively
specifying the guidance fields using a sketch-based interface. The user also has the option of importing flow fields
(either extracted from video or designed procedurally) at
the start of the simulation. The simulation results were
recorded and visualized in real-time using the Horde3D
graphics engine [48].
We demonstrate some of the benefits of our approach in
different scenarios. The accompanying video illustrates
several situations in which our approach was successfully used to direct simulations.
Four Blocks: This scenario comprises of four groups of
25 agents each in each corner of the environment that
need to move to the opposite corner. In the middle, there
are four square-shaped static obstacles that form narrow
passages. Existing agent-based systems cause congestion
in the center. The user directs the simulation (either on
a individual group level as in Fig. 9 or on a global scale
as in Fig. 10) to resolve this congestion. Depending on
the user input, the user can get different crowd flows
through the blocks.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9: Group level editing: (a) Individual guidance fields
for each of the four groups of agents; (b, c) Intermediate
positions of the agents using the computed navigation field.
Crossing: This simulation shows four streams of agents
meeting at a crossing. The user sketches alternative trajectories to generate interesting behaviors at the crossing
and allowing for more streamlined flow (as illustrated in
the accompanying video).
Subway: Fig. 1 shows the simulation of a crowd of
435 agents entering/exiting a subway station. The initial
positions and goals of the agents are known. However,
opposing flows of agents at the turnstiles leads to congestion and undesirable behavior. Local collision avoidance methods are unable to resolve this congestion. We
successfully demonstrate how our interface can be used
to specify guidance fields (both global and individual
as in Fig. 1(b)) to direct agent flows and can generate
natural looking behavior.
Crosswalk: Fig. 4 shows pedestrians crossing at a regular
crosswalk. Lane-formation is an emergent behavior that
is commonly observed in such situations [22]. We use
the motion patterns extracted from a video (see Fig.
5) to replicate the motion and behavior of the agents
in our simulation. The flow fields extracted from the
video footage are static and typically noisy. In such cases,
one could also augment it with user-provided guidance
fields to get the desired behavior. Our approach is able
to direct the flow of agents and generate multiple lane
formation. The user can have precise control over the
lane formation for streamlined flow. The width of the
brush stroke can also be used to control the dispersion
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8.1 Comparison

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10: Global guidance fields: (a) A global guidance field
applied to all the agents; (b, c) Intermediate positions of the
agents in the simulation using the computed navigation field.
of agents in a group.

7.1 Performance
Table 1 summarizes the performance of our system on
four demo scenarios (as measured on a single Intel
Xeon 2.66GHz processor). The third column indicates
the average time to compute the navigation field (per
user edit) and the fourth column indicates the average
time taken per simulation frame. The results indicate that
the navigation fields can be computed in real-time, even
for complex environments such as the one shown in the
subway simulation scenario. The runtime complexity of
computing the navigation field is O(mnlogmn), where
m × n is the grid dimension (similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm). This complexity is only dependent on the grid
resolution and is independent of factors such as the complexity of arrangement of obstacles in the environment,
the number of agents participating in the simulation or
the crowd density.
The agent-based simulation methods used (Helbing [6]
and RVO [8], [9]) exhibit almost linear runtime behavior
in the number of agents, per simulation time-step. This
can be attributed to the fact that interaction with only
a fixed, constant number of nearby agents is considered
for computing the collision-free velocity for an agent at
each simulation time-step. We refer the reader to [6], [9]
for additional details.
Scene

#Agents

Grid
dimensions

Four Blocks
Crossing
Crosswalk
Subway

100
640
145
435

100x100
100x100
225x100
200x200

Local
collision
avoidance
RVO
Helbing
Helbing
RVO

Average
NF time
(msec)
5.0
5.0
13.0
22.0

Average
sim. time
(msec/frame)
2.0
1.1
0.4
5.5

TABLE 1: Performance of our approach on the four demo
scenarios. The results indicate our approach is capable of
computing navigation fields in real-time and incurs very
little overhead in terms of simulation time (measured in
milliseconds).

8

C OMPARISON

AND

A NALYSIS

We compare some features of our approach with prior
literature and also highlight some limitations.

Many prior works have addressed the problem of simulating virtual crowds, either using vector fields or userdriven control. We present a novel unifying framework
to seamlessly composite (anisotropic) guidance fields
from multiple sources to compute navigation fields for
each group of agents (or each agent). This allows for
more fine-grained control over the simulations in comparison to previous approaches which use a single global
vector field for directing crowd flow. Our method also
allows the user to edit the simulations at interactive
rates.
Reynolds [5] extended the flocking model for agents
from [4] to incorporate simple steering behaviors for
individual agents. One of the proposed features allows
the user to draw flow fields that can be used to steer
agents. This method is primarily designed for flocking
simulations and does not address the broader issue of
goal-directed navigation or singularities in all kind of
navigation fields.
Chenney [20] proposed an approach to design
divergence-free velocity fields on a planar domain
for simulating fluid-like phenomena and crowds. The
divergence-free property serves the primary purpose of
collision avoidance among agents, but is not applicable
to goal-directed navigation. The field is also constructed
on the basis of a limited number of template flow
tiles that are stitched together and the approach is
not interactive. Jin et al. [21] use a scattered RBF
interpolation scheme to compute a global vector
field over the the entire domain for guiding agents.
This alone is not sufficient in order to prevent any
occurrences of singularities in the navigation field. Our
approach guarantees that there are no singularities in
the navigation vector field (except for local minima at
the goal positions).
The continuum crowd formulation [22] solves the
Eikonal equation at every time-step of the simulation,
per group of agents. This can become expensive for a
simulation with a large number of groups. In contrast,
our approach only recomputes the navigation vector
field corresponding to a user-edit or when a new guidance field is specified. Since our method uses a per-agent
collision avoidance scheme, our approach can be easily
combined with other agent-based methods, suited for
simulating heterogeneous crowds. Our method is also
capable of compositing both isotropic and anisotropic
costs as compared to the continuum crowd approach. Recently, Paravisi et al. [49] extended this work by learning
the parameters involved from individual trajectories of
agents extracted from video footage. This approach has
been demonstrated on video footage of sparse scenes,
whereas our approach is not limited by the density of
agents in the scene.
Kwon et al. [33] presented an interactive editing scheme
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for a user to edit group locomotion based on mesh
deformation. This approach is primarily designed for
generating high fidelity motions for offline simulations
of crowds, and has a different goal as compared to
our algorithm. Our approach can be considered to be
complementary to the work of Takahashi et al. [34]
on controlling macroscopic arrangements of agents in a
simulation. Other algorithms [30], [14] allow the user to
specify agent attributes, actions, emotion states and certain group behaviors but these methods do not address
the issue of navigation.
We extend the approach suggested by Ferguson et al.
[45] to incorporate anisotropic costs (using the framework outlined in [46]) to compute cost-optimal agent
trajectories in the presence of user-specified guidance
fields. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt at robustly integrating user input (in the form of
user-drawn strokes, flow fields extracted from video or
procedurally defined guidance fields) with a multi-agent
system to provide a unifying framework to direct crowd
simulations. We provide rigorous guarantees in terms
of goal-directed navigation of agents. Our approach is
general and applicable to a variety of existing local
collision avoidance methods.

8.2 Limitations
Our approach has some limitations. We make some
assumptions about the underlying multi-agent simulation system, such as global goal-directed navigation
and computation of preferred velocity for each agent.
Moreover, local collision avoidance is also performed by
the underlying algorithm and governs the behavior of
all agents. Currently, we use a simple 2D mouse-based
interface and it can be hard to select a particular agent or
a group of agents in a dense scenario and specify guiding
trajectories for such groups. We use a regular grid to
partition the free space and it can have high memory
cost and runtime overhead in the case of heterogeneous
crowds. Finally, it may not be possible to generate all
kinds of macroscopic behaviors, social interactions or
crowd motion patterns using our approach. There might
be situations where a combination of a simple agentbased model and our method may still not result in
the desired behavior and more sophisticated behavior
models might be required.
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navigation. Overall, this approach offers a simple, yet
powerful method to direct or control crowd simulations.
There are several possible avenues for future work in
this area. Higher-level behavioral specification in terms
of guidance fields is essential for authoring realistic
crowd simulations. Our current framework could be
augmented with behaviors such as following, queueing
or social interactions to allow for a more diverse range
of permitted behaviors. We would like to combine our
approach with other multi-agent simulation algorithms
that use cognitive modeling techniques. We may also
wish to include other information in the cost formulation
such as density of agents (e.g. continuum formulation).
Our method could be used in combination with a better
local collision avoidance schemes [28], [27], [50] and
character animation schemes [33], [2] to generate more
realistic behaviors. The flow fields extracted from crowd
footage are currently static but dynamic flow fields can
be incorporated into our approach as well and yield
potentially better results.
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an intersecting agent aj , the following forces are added
to Equation 9:

L OCAL C OLLISION AVOIDANCE

Fpush
(ai ) =
j

κ(ri + rj − ||pi − pj ||)nij

(13)

9.1 Social Forces Model

Ffj ric (ai )

λ||Fpush
(ai )||tij
j

(14)

The social forces model for pedestrian dynamics [6] is
commonly used for collision avoidance in multi-agent
systems. In this scheme, collision avoidance is achieved
by means of forces acting on each agent. There is a
repulsive social force component Fsoc that prevents the
agent from colliding with other agents and obstacles in
the environment. In addition, there is also an attractive
force Fatt that guides the agent to the goal. This attractive force is based on the preferred velocity of the agent
(which is provided by the navigation field).
Let A denote the set of agents and O denote the set of
obstacles in the simulation. The net force F(ai ) acting on
an agent ai at a given time-step is given by:
X
X
F(ai ) = Fatt (ai ) +
Fsoc
Fsoc
j (ai ) +
o (ai ) (9)
o∈O

aj ∈A,j6=i

where,

Fatt (ai ) =

mi

Fsoc
j (ai ) =

αe

Fsoc
o (ai ) =

Ae

(vipref − vi )
τ
(ri +rj −||pi −pj ||)
β
(ri −dio )
B

nio

(10)
nij

(11)
(12)

Here, mi denotes the mass of the agent, ri is the radius,
pi is the current position, vi is the current velocity, vipref
is the preferred velocity (given by the navigation field),
τ is the reaction time, α is a social scaling constant, β is
the agent’s personal space drop-off constant, nij is the
normal direction between ai and aj , A is an obstacle
scaling constant, B is the obstacle distance drop-off
constant, and nio is the vector from ai to the nearest point
on obstacle o. For efficient computation of these forces,
we compute forces to agents and obstacles within a predetermined radius Ri . We use a numerical integration
scheme to compute the agent’s velocity after applying
the forces.
Based on these forces and reasoning about other agents,
additional agent behaviors can also be incorporated into
this framework. For example, aggressiveness or urgency
can be described by increased scaling constants for the
attractive forces towards the goal and repulsive forces.
Moreover, behavior such as following and queuing can
be simulated by adding attractive forces that are generated by the appropriate agents.
In order to resolve contacts with a colliding agent or
obstacle, additional forces are applied to each agent
in collision. A pushing force, Fpush , acts to force a
separation between agents and a frictional force, Ff ric
simulates the act of slowing down due to a collision.
Unlike the associated repulsive force, these forces are
only applied when a collision occurs. For agent ai and

=

where κ is a pushing spring constant, λ is a sliding
friction constant, and tij is the tangent vector to nij .
Contacts with obstacles are resolved in a similar fashion.
We used the parameter values given in [6] for all our
experiments and we refer the reader to the paper for
additional details.
9.2 Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles
Berg et al. [8], [9] proposed a geometric framework for
multi-agent collision avoidance using Reciprocal Velocity
Obstacles. Each agent in the simulation, ai has position
pi , velocity vi , and geometric shape gi associated with
it. At each time-step of the simulation, the local collision
avoidance scheme based on the RVO algorithm takes
into account the position and velocity of agents in a
fixed neighborhood of ai to compute a new collision-free
velocity and direction of motion in the following manner.
For the sake of illustration, consider two agents, A and
B. Let pA and pB be their current positions and vA
and vB be the current velocities, respectively. Let λ(p, v)
define the ray shot from point p in the direction along
v (i.e. λ(p, v) = p + tv). Moreover, gA ⊕ gB denotes the
Minkowski sum of two geometric primitives gA and gB ,
i.e. gA ⊕ gB = {xA + xB |xA ∈ gA , xB ∈ gB }. Let −gA
denote the shape gA reflected in its reference point, i.e.
−gA = {−xA |xA ∈ gA }. The reciprocal velocity obstacle
A
RV OB
that agent B induces on agent A is defined as
follows:
A
0
0
RV OB
= {vA
|λ(pA , 2vA
−vA −vB )∩gB ⊕−gA 6= ∅}. (15)
A
RV OB
represents the set of all velocities of agentA that
would lead to a potential collision with agent B at some
point ahead in time. If agent A chooses a new velocity
A
outside RV OB
and agent B chooses a new velocity
B
outside RV OA , the agents are guaranteed to have chosen
a collision-free and oscillation-free trajectory in this case
(see Figure 11).

In the context of multi-agent navigation, the RVO formulation is applied as follows to each agent independently.
Among the set of admissible velocities for each agent,
the RVO algorithm selects the one with the minimum
penalty. The penalty of a candidate velocity vicand depends on its deviation from the preferred velocity vipref
and the expected time to collision tc(vicand ):
penalty(vicand ) = wi

1
+ ||vipref − vicand ||
tc(vicand )

(16)

for some user-defined weighting factor wi , where wi
can vary among the agents to reflect differences in personal preferences such as aggressiveness and shyness.
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Fig.
11:
The
Reciprocal
Velocity
Obstacle
A
(vB , vA ) of agent B to agent A. It is used for
RV OB
local collision avoidance. We compute this locally for each
agent during each simulation cycle.
The expected time to collision tc(vicand ) can be easily
computed, given the definition of the Reciprocal Velocity
Obstacles (based on other agents and obstacles in the
environment).

Fig. 12: The combined reciprocal velocity obstacle for the
agent (dark) is the union of the individual reciprocal velocity
obstacles of the other agents.
Overall, given a set of agents A = {a1 , a2 , . . . an }, the
function RVO(ai , A − ai ) returns the optimal collisionfree velocity for agent ai for the next simulation cycle,
as shown in figure 12. It should be noted that computing the union of all the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles
{RV Oaa1i , RV Oaa2i . . . RV Oaani } is not feasible computationally and we use a Monte-Carlo sampling scheme in
velocity space to compute the desired velocity.For details
on this function, we refer the readers to [8], [9]. We
used the publicly available RVO library [47] for all our
experiments.
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